The FRP-confined concrete-encased steel column is a new form of hybrid column, which integrates advantages of all the constituent materials. Its structural performance, including load carrying capacity, ductility, and corrosion resistance, has been demonstrated to be excellent by limited experimental investigation. Currently, no systematic procedure, particularly for that with reinforced structural steel of arbitrary shapes, has been proposed for the sectional analysis and design for such novel hybrid columns under biaxial loading. The present paper aims at filling this research gap by proposing an approach for the rapid section analysis and providing rationale basis for FRP-confined concrete-encased arbitrarily shaped steel columns. A robust iterative scheme has been used with a traditional so-called fiber element method. The presented numerical examples demonstrated the validity and accuracy of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Lateral confinement leads to the compressed concrete under multiaxial compression and results in enhancements in both ductility and strength of the compressed concrete [1] . Such a feature is highly preferable for design and constructing columns in a region of high seismic risk, where adequate ductility of columns is necessary to ensure high moment redistribution capacity of structures and avoid collapse of structures due to the shaking from large earthquakes [2] . In conventional reinforced concrete structures, the lateral confinement to the compressed concrete is mainly provided by the transverse steel reinforcement in the form of either spirals or hoops. Concrete-filled steel tubular columns, which have been widely used in high-rise buildings, bridges, etc., are also utilizing the increased strength and deformability of confined concrete to achieve a high structural performance [3, 4] . In such a composite column, an outer steel tube is used to replace longitudinal and transverse steel reinforcements in conventional reinforced concrete columns and to provide continuous confinement to concrete infilled. However, such a concrete-filled steel tubular column, especially in a harsh environment, is susceptible to severe corrosion problem due to the direct exposure of the outer steel tube to ambient environment.
Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites in the form of wraps or jackets have been widely used to serve as a confining device for seismic retrofit of existing RC columns [5, 6] . Its wide application is mainly attributed to the superior properties of FRP composites, such as high strength-to-weight ratio and excellent corrosion resistance. Recently, combining FRP composites with traditional construction materials (e.g., steel and concrete) has gained increasing research attention to form a hybrid column to achieve high structural performance by integrating advantages of the constituent materials. A successful example is the hybrid FRP-concrete double-skin tubular columns (DSTCs), which was proposed by Teng et al. [7] and then received a great deal of follow-on research (e.g., [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ). A DSTC consists of an FRP outer tube, a steel inner tube, and a layer of concrete sandwiched between them [7] . The FRP tube offers mechanical resistance primarily in the hoop direction to confine the concrete and to enhance the shear resistance of the member; the steel tube provides the main longitudinal reinforcement and prevents the concrete from inward spalling and the steel tube from outward local buckling deformations. Optimal use of FRP, steel, and concrete in the manner of DSTC therefore makes it an economical and corrosion-resistant column form.
Another successful example that integrates advantages of all the constituent materials into a hybrid column is the FRP-confined concrete-encased steel composite columns (FCSCs), which was first proposed by Liu et al. [14] for retrofit of existing steel columns. In their study, five notched steel columns to simulate the corroded section were encased using FRP-confined concrete to enhance its load carrying capacity, and tests results demonstrated the feasibility of such a retrofit technique. Karimi and his coauthors [4, 15, 16] then introduced the FCSCs for the new construction of a column and conducted a systematic experimental study on the compressive behavior of both short and slender FCSCs. Recently, Yu et al. [17] presented a combined experimental and theoretical study on the behavior of FCSCs under concentric and eccentric compression and revealed that two flanges of H-shaped steel could provide additional confinement to infilled concrete thus enhancing the ductility and load carrying of the composite columns. In order to further enhance the confinement efficiency for FRP-confined concrete-encased steel composite square columns and inspired by Yu et al. [17] , Huang and his coauthors [18] innovatively proposed a new form of FCSCs, in which a cross-shaped steel section was used to replace H-shaped (or I-shaped) steel. Their test results demonstrated that despite concrete infill in square section, it was effectively confined by both outer tube and cross-shaped steel and justified the rationales of the proposed new form of composite columns. In some cases, such as corner columns of buildings, irregular cross section or regular cross section placed asymmetrically is often encountered [19] . Despite the fact that the structural performance of FCSCs has been demonstrated by a number of concentric of eccentric compression tests, no approach has been proposed for a rapid section analysis and design of FCSCs with arbitrarily shaped steel and under biaxial loading.
Against the above background, the present paper proposes an approach for the rapid section analysis and provides rationale basis for FRP-confined concrete-encased arbitrarily shaped steel columns. The robust iterative scheme proposed by Chen et al. [19] has been adopted with a traditional so-called fiber element method, where all the constitutive materials were treated as fiber elements avoiding the integration for the stress block of the FRP-confined concrete. The presented numerical examples demonstrated the validity and accuracy of the proposed approach.
Methodology
A proper approach is necessary for robust convergence of the exact location of the neutral axis. The iterative procedure proposed by Chen et al. [19] has been adopted herein, in which the iterative quasi-Newton procedure is employed within the Regula-Falsi numerical scheme for the solution of equilibrium equations. In addition, the use of the plastic centroidal axes of the cross section as the reference axes of loading guarantees the convergence of solution in the iterative process. All the constituent materials, including FRP-confined concrete under the combination of axial compression and bending, are treated as fiber elements to avoid the definition of stress block for the FRP-confined concrete, which is difficult to analytically determine. Appropriate constitutive models were used to simulate the mechanical properties of the constituent materials. For instance, strain gradient along the section has been taken into account in the constitutive model of the confined concrete, which is simulated by using a socalled variable confinement stress-strain model proposed in the Chinese code (GB50608-2010).
Basic Assumptions.
The sectional analyses and design in the present paper were conducted based on the following basic assumptions:
(1) Section plane remains plane after loading; this assumption ensures that the strain at any point of the cross section is proportional to its distance from the neutral axis If the usual definition of reference-loading axes (i.e., geometric centroid as its origin) is used, it is possible that the origin of the loading may fall outside the M x − M y interaction curve, especially when the axial load is close to the axial load capacity of columns with irregular structural steel under concentric compression [19] . To overcome such divergence difficulty, Chen et al. [19] accepted the plastic centroid of the cross section of columns as the origin of the reference-loading axes. Such definition of the origin of the reference-loading axes ensures α m , which is the inclination of resultant bending moment resistance and is equal to arctan M y /M x and increases monotonically from 0 to 2π with increase of θ n , orientation of neutral axis from 0 to 2π. In this way, the existence and uniqueness of θ n and convergence are guaranteed. International Journal of Polymer Science For any arbitrary cross section, the definition of the plastic centroid (i.e., the origin of loading-reference axes in this study) was given in (1) and (2):
in which A c , A s , and A r are areas of concrete, shaped steel, and steel rebars, respectively; γ c , γ s , and γ r are the safety of confined concrete, shaped steel, and steel rebars, respectively; and f c , f s , and f r are the respective characteristic strength of confined concrete, shaped steel, and steel rebars and set to be the ultimate strength of confined concrete, yielding strength of shaped steel and steel rebars, respectively.
Fiber Element Method
Adopted. In the present paper, all the structural components in the composite columns, including the confined concrete, structural steel, and steel bars, have been treated as fiber elements to calculate the stress resultants. This approach avoids the difficulty of the determination of the stress block for confined concrete under bending with/without axial compression. Cross section of any shape has been first meshed to determine the stress resultants of each component. The total resultants of each component can be obtained by a summation over all the fiber elements given by (3), (4), and (5):
where N z , M x , and M y are the stress resultants of axial compression, moment over x-axis, and moment over y -axis, respectively; m c , m s , and m r are the numbers of concrete fibers, structural steel fibers, and reinforcing bar fibers, respectively; σ ci , σ sj , and σ rk are the stresses of each concrete fiber, structural steel fiber, and reinforcing bar fiber, respectively; and A ci , A sj , and A rk are areas of respective concrete fiber, structural steel fiber, and reinforcing bar fiber, respectively.
Modelling of Confined Concrete.
The behavior of concrete confined by FRP jacketing has been extensively investigated, and a number of strength models have been developed (e.g., [5, [20] [21] [22] ). All the strength models, which give the stress-strain relationship explicitly, can be used in the proposed approach; however, a simple and generally accurate model is more preferable for such a design purpose. A stress-strain model of confined concrete in the Chinese code (GB50608-2010), which reflects the effect of strain gradient along the section, has therefore been adopted in the present section analysis. In this model, the slope of the second portion of the stress-strain curve (i.e., E 2 ) is defined as a function of the load eccentricity and equal to be that of the confined model in Lam and Teng [5] for the concrete under the concentric compression (i.e., a zero load eccentricity) and to be zero for the concrete under pure bending (i.e., an infinite load eccentricity). As shown in Figure 1 , the strain-stress relationship of confined subjected to pure bending is formulated by (6) and (7), while that under eccentric compression is given in (8) and (9) .
in which σ cc and ε cc are the axial stress and axial strain, respectively; ε cc,ub is the design ultimate compressive strain of the concrete subjected to pure bending; E 1 is the elastic modulus of unconfined concrete; and f c is the design compressive strength of unconfined concrete.
in which ε cc,uec is the design ultimate compressive strain of the concrete in sections subjected to eccentric compression and E 2,ec is the slope of the second linear portion of the 3 International Journal of Polymer Science stress-strain curve. Related parameters above are determined by using the following equations:
in which E 2 is the slope of the second portion of the stressstrain curves for the FRP-confined concrete under axial compression; f cc ′ is the ultimate strength of the confined concrete under concentric compression; d is the diameter of the concrete core; e i is the load eccentricity; and ε cc,ub is the design ultimate compressive strain of the concrete subjected to pure bending. Such a parameter should be determined from tests and is defined as the smaller value of the design ultimate strains obtained from the axial compression tests on concrete-filled FRP tubes and hollow FRP tubes, respectively. Due to lack of test data, the present manuscript assumes ε cc,ub be equal to the corresponding ultimate strain of FRP-confined concrete under concentric compression. Such an assumption cannot lead to a significant loss in accuracy and will not adversely affect the main purpose of the present manuscript, which is to validate the proposed approach for the rapid section analysis of FRP-confined concrete-encased arbitrarily shaped steel columns. ε cu , the ultimate strain of FRP-confined concrete under concentric compression, can be determined following [5] as follows:
in which ε cu and ε co are the ultimate strains of the confined concrete under concentric compression and unconfined concrete, respectively; ε h,rup is the ultimate hoop strain of the FRP reinforcement; and f l,a is the actual maximum confining pressure given in the following:
where E FRP is elastic modulus of the FRP composite. As revealed by Lam and Teng [23] , the ultimate hoop strains of FRP measured in tests on FRP-confined concrete cylinders are substantially below those from flat coupon tensile tests. As a result, a reduction factor for the determination of hoop strains of FRP based on the ultimate rupture strain of FRP from coupon tensile tests should be included, e.g., 0.586 for CFRP and 0.624 for GFRP in the present paper.
Modelling of Shaped Steel and FRP Tubes.
In the sectional analysis, the structural steel and/or steel bars were also treated as fiber elements with perfectly plastic property and the plane section assumption. The plane section assumption is generally valid, because compression force resisted by the column leads to the expansion of concrete and therefore significant interaction between different constituents. The size of elements should match that of concrete elements. The effect of FRP tubes on structural performance has been taken into account by modifying the constitutive of the confined concrete with the amount of FRP tubes. This means that no axial loading was carried by FRP tubes and no elements in analysis represent the FRP tubes. This makes sense as the fiber of tubes is hoop or predominantly hoop, mainly providing confinement to the concrete core. Neglecting the contribution of FRP tubes to axial load resistance is therefore reasonable and leads to a slightly conservative prediction, which is preferable for a design purpose.
2.6. Iterative Procedure for the Sectional Analysis. For a given composite column, a M x − M y interaction curve under a given axial load can be determined by the sectional analysis. The series of such M x − M y interaction curves under different axial loads can be utilized to judge whether one composite column satisfies the load carrying requirement. For example, a point representing a design load set N zd , M xd , M yd that falls outside the interaction curves means the design column does not satisfy the load carrying requirement; otherwise it is appropriate for use. Detailed iterative procedure for the sectional analysis of a FRP-confined column with structural steel of any shape is given in Figure 2 (a). In this iterative procedure, the iterative solution method for parameter d n is adopted that was presented in Chen et al. [19] , and similar approach is used for the eccentricity e.
Design of Required Dimensions of Hybrid
Columns. It is a common task for civil engineers to design the dimensions for a composite column with a given cross section under known loads N zd , M xd , and M yd . In this task, all structural parameters, except the size of structural steel, are specified, and its purpose is to determine the size of structural steel for such a column. The iterative procedure presented in Figure 2 (b) is used for this task.
Effect of Constitutive Model of Confined Concrete
As mentioned in previous sections, different constitutive models have been proposed by researchers and adopted for the sectional analysis for the composite columns under the combination of axial compression and bending. Good agreement between analytical results and test results on hybrid FRP double-skin composite columns was obtained by [24] , where the constitutive models for concrete in pure bending were adopted for analysis. However, such simplification may result in too conservative results, especially for the columns confined by FRPs of a large amount and under eccentric compression with a small eccentricity. In this section, sectional analyses with different constitutive models 4 International Journal of Polymer Science for the column have been conducted to investigate the discrepancies induced by different uses of constitutive models for the confined concrete under eccentric compression. Three representative models for confined concrete in Figure 1 were adopted herein for the composite columns under eccentric compression with different eccentricities. It is believed that the sectional analysis with the constitutive models for the confined concrete under pure bending provides the lower limit prediction (denoted as lower limit in following figures), while that from the constitutive model for the confined concrete under axial compression leads to the lower limit prediction (denoted as the lower limit in following figures). A composite column, which consists of a T-shaped steel, an outer FRP tube, and concrete infilled between them (Figure 3(a) ), was analyzed with the mesh given in Figure 3 (b) using the proposed approach. Three different constitutive models illustrated in Figure 1 were used for confined concrete infilled in the section analysis, leading to three curves for each case, respectively, under the axial compression loads of 1500 kN and 2100 kN (Figure 4) . The results from the section analysis indicate that bending moments calculated with use of the lower limit model are significantly lower than those from other two models by about 33%, and such differences tend to be more significant in the case with the axial compression load of 2100 kN. However, differences between bending moments calculated using the upper model and middle mode are minor and can be neglected.
Some conclusions drawn from the sectional analysis above are as follows: (1) 
Effect of Mesh Schemes
As in all analysis with the fiber element approach, element size plays a significant role in the accuracy and efficiency of the analysis. Coarse mesh for the fiber element may result in inaccuracy in the analysis, while high computational cost may be induced by the refined mesh of the fiber elements. To find an optimal mesh for subsequent calculation, the effect of mesh on the sectional analysis was conducted.
To achieve this aim, four different mesh schemes in Figure 5 were adopted herein (i.e., element sizes of 2 mm, 5 mm, 20 mm, and 40 mm, respectively).
The sectional analysis for the column with four different mesh schemes in Figure 5 was given in Figure 6 . The results from the sectional analysis with mesh scheme-2 are almost the same as those from the sectional analysis with mesh scheme-1, and thought to be pretty precise. The results from the mesh scheme-3 are also good with minor discrepancies compared with those from mesh scheme-3. As shown in Figure 6 , large discrepancies can be found in the results from the mesh scheme-4 due to the use of coarse fiber elements. It also should be mentioned here that the computational cost of that with mesh scheme-1 Figure 4 : M x − M y interaction curves of the predefined column; effect of stress-strain models of confined concrete. 6 International Journal of Polymer Science is high. The mesh scheme-2 will be used for the subsequent sectional analysis, which combines the advantage of accuracy and computational cost.
Numerical Examples
Several numerical examples, including sectional analysis for a given composite short column, check of the adequacy of predefined cross section, and design of required structural steel, are presented herein to demonstrate the validity and efficiency of the proposed approach.
Analysis of Designed Cross Section.
A FRP-confined concrete-encased I-shaped steel column tested by Karimi et al. [15] is first analyzed in this section. The GFRP tube with fiber orienting in the circumferential direction and its thickness is 3.2 mm. The structural steel is of I-shape and 500 mm long W150 × 14 section. For details of dimension, the readers can refer to Figure 7 (a). Mesh of fiber elements was given in Figure 7 (b). The M x − M y interaction curve (i.e., the isoload contour) of the design cross section (Figure 8 ) under different axial loads can be easily obtained by the proposed approach.
As shown in Figure 8 , the resistance along the x-axis is stronger than that along the y-axis, and the x-axis can be taken as the strong axis in design. To demonstrate the robust ability of the proposed approach for different cross sections, one composite column with more symmetric structural steel was analyzed using this proposed procedure. As shown in Figure 9 , a cross-shaped steel was placed in the composite column. As shown in Figure 10 , the more symmetric placement of structural steel results in a more symmetric M x − M y interaction curve (i.e., the isoload contour); the ultimate resistance along both two axes was almost equal. If no strong axis is required, such placement of structural steel may be preferred for designers.
As mentioned above, the proposed iterative procedure can also be conducted for the columns with structural steel of arbitrary shapes. The following example was used to demonstrate this ability of the proposed approach. A Tshape structural steel ( Figure 3 ) was used in the composite column; its M x − M y interaction curve was obtained using the proposed procedure.
Checking Adequacy of Predefined Cross Section.
Checking the adequacy of predefined cross section is a routine task for structural engineers. For a short FRP-confined concreteencased arbitrarily shaped steel columns, such a task can be accomplished by comparing the design load with the M x − M y interaction curve produced from the proposed section analysis approach. If the load point falls outside the interaction curve, the composite column cannot carry the design load, otherwise indicating the adequacy of the predefined column. For example, the design task is to check whether a composite column with the predefined section in Figure 11 can carry the design load (2200.0 kN, 40.0 kN.m, and 40.0 kN.m). The checking procedure includes (1) spotting the bending moment pair (i.e., 40.0 kN.m, 40 kN.m) in Figure 11 , (2) drawing the part of the M x − M y interaction curve of 2200.0 kN in the axial load near the design bending moment pair, and (3) checking whether the design bending moment pair falls within the interaction curve or not. It is found herein that this bending moment pair falls outside the interaction curve, indicating the inadequacy of the section and a stronger cross section in need.
5.3. Design of Required Steel Size. The design task is to find a required structural steel size for a composite column to accommodate a specific load set N zd , M xd , M yd . The iterative procedure in Figure 2 (b) can be followed to accomplish this task. For example, dimensions of the composite column, including the type of structural shape, were given in Figure 7 . Determine the size of structural steel which can accommodate the load set (2400.0 kN, 71.0 kN.m, Figure 2 (b), the required size of steel should be 3.316 times that used in Figure 11 . In addition, specific dimensions for shaped steel are given in different national codes, so dimensions should also satisfy such requirement.
Conclusions
This paper presents an approach for the rapid sectional analysis and design of short FRP-confined concreteencased arbitrarily shaped steel columns under biaxial loading. A robust iterative scheme has been adopted with a traditional so-called fiber element method, where all the constituent materials were treated as fiber elements avoiding the integration for the stress block of the FRP-confined concrete. Several numerical examples were presented leading to the conclusions summarized as below:
(1) Use of the plastic centroid as the origin of referenceloading axes guarantees the convergence in the iterative process. Such a definition of reference-loading axes avoids the possibility that the origin of the reference-loading axes falls outside the M x − M y interaction curve, even for cases with irregular structural steel under eccentric compression [5] for confined concrete in section analysis results in an upper limit of load carrying capacity of the hybrid columns under biaxial loading, thus leading to an unsafe prediction, especially for cases with a large eccentricity.
(3) Quick convergence has been observed in all cases presented, demonstrating the validity and accuracy of the proposed approach for the rapid section analysis and design of FRP-confined concrete-encased arbitrarily shaped steel columns.
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